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1ST FUSILIERS - FOREWORD
Lt Col CA Head MBE MC

An Armoured Infantry Battalion in 20 Armoured
Brigade, based at Tidworth
There is no doubt that 2020 is going to be
remembered as a very difficult year by many, but
amidst the challenges, set-backs and tragedies we
have all faced, there is much for First Fusiliers to be
proud of.
The highlight of our year was deploying on
Operation CABRIT 6 to Estonia, as part of the
UK’s contribution to NATO’s Enhanced Forward
Presence (eFP) in the Baltics and Poland. The
First Fusiliers Battle Group of just under 1000
soldiers (including a Danish armoured infantry
company) fell under the tactical command of 1
Estonian Infantry Brigade and played a key role
in the national defence plan. Despite the concern
about Coronavirus, and the need to operate in a
‘COVID-secure’ manner, the strategic importance of
our deterrence mission ensured a full programme
of exercises and military activity, and we thoroughly
enjoyed the opportunity to work in such a testing
and different environment. The Battle Group
acquitted itself very well, drawing praise from
across the Estonian and NATO commands, and
were personally thanked by the Estonian President,
Prime Minister, Defence Minister and British
Ambassador for their contribution to the wider
security of Europe.
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That they also manged to conduct some highquality training is testament to their dedication and
motivation.

Numerous articles follow which will hopefully give
you a multi-rank perspective on the deployment,
but most importantly showcase the professionalism
and fighting spirit of our Fusiliers.

Our families had a tough year, particularly as R&R
for those on tour was cancelled due to COVID,
but as ever they have been amazingly supportive,
and I’m extremely grateful for their enduring
commitment, resilience and loyalty. I’m also
very grateful for the support to our families from
our Welfare Team, RHQ and the wider Fusilier
community; it is very much appreciated by all.
As 2020 draws to a close, we find ourselves on very
high readiness for COVID support and stand ready
to provide military aid to the civilian authorities over
Christmas and beyond.

On the home front, our Operational Support Group,
formed around Y Company, did a sterling job of
supporting us forward in Theatre, all while dealing
with the ever-changing demands and obstacles
presented by the national response to COVID.

Looking forward to 2021, we intend to continue to
hone our armoured infantry edge, but also take
advantage of more sporting, educational and
adventurous training opportunities that have been
impossible to realise in 2020.
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DIARY OF SIGNIFICANT EVENTS 2020
DATE

LOCATION

SUB-UNIT

SUMMARY OF EVENT

7 – 10 Jan

Tidworth

All

eFP Conceptual Training

13 – 17 Jan

Warminster

BGHQ

eFP CAST alongside 1 Est Bde

13 Jan – 7 Feb

Castlemartin Ranges

All

Annual Live Fire Camp

12 – 13 Feb

Tidworth

All

Battalion Mental Health Resilience
Training

24 Feb

Tidworth

Y Company

Operational Support Group
established

2 – 21 Mar

Tapa, Estonia

HQ, W, X Companies

Op CABRIT 6 deployment window

21 Mar – 19 Sep

Tapa, Estonia

HQ, W, X Companies

First Fusiliers Battle Group assuming
NATO’s Enhanced Forward Presence
in Estonia – Op CABRIT 6

31 Aug – 11 Sep

Corsham Mines

Y Company

Ex UNDERGROUND HACKLE

7 – 19 Sep

Tidworth

HQ, W, X Companies

Op CABRIT 6 re-deployment window

21 – 25 Sep

Tidworth

All

Re-ORBAT and reset

26 Sep – 1 Nov

UK

All

Post Operational Tour Leave

2 – 27 Nov

Tidworth

All

Return to Readiness activity

30 Nov – 11 Dec

Lulworth

All

Mounted Close Combat Live Fire

2 Dec

Tidworth

All

Bn Xmas Day
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W (FIRE SUPPORT) COMPANY
Maj J Ranger, Officer Commanding

GLOSSARY OF 1ST FUSILIERS ABBREVIATIONS
ISTAR - Intelligence, Surveillance, Target Acquisition and

OP - Observation Post

Reconnaissance

AFV - Armoured Fighting Vehicle

GPMG - General Purpose Machine Gun

eFP - Enhanced Forward Presence

NLAW - New Light Anti-Tank Weapon

CQB - Close Quarter Battle

BFA - Blank Firing Attachment

FTX - Field Training Exercise

MFC - Mortar Fire Controller

SOC- Sniper Operators Cadre

BATUS - British Army Training Unit Suffield (Canada)

WARDEV - Warfare Development

CVR(T) - Combat Vehicle Reconnaissance Tracked

THE INTELLIGENCE,
SURVEILLANCE, TARGET
ACQUISITION AND
RECONNAISSANCE GROUP
Maj J Ranger, Officer Commanding
This has been a challenging year for us all and W
Company will certainly reflect on 2020 with pride in
their achievements. The ISTAR Group formed up
just before Christmas 2019, absorbing a new intake
from the Rifle Companies who quickly proved
their worth in the flurry of pre-deployment training.
For the majority of the Company Op CABRIT 6
was their first operation, but the unique nature
of the tour and unprecedented circumstances of
COVID-19 brought new challenges for even the
oldest of sweats. I am immensely proud of the way
W Company rose to them with traditional Fusilier
professionalism and fighting spirit.

W (FSp) Company – The ISTAR Group
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The tragic death of Fus Sam Brownridge was a
bitter blow and our thoughts remain with his family.
At such a troubled time it was deeply reassuring
to see how his close friends in Mortar Platoon and
the wider Regimental Family came together in both
grief and support for one another, living up to our
adage of Once a Fusilier, Always a Fusilier.
Despite the shadow of this loss, Estonia provided
some real highlights: outstanding Mortars
and Javelin live firing; an international sniper
competition; In-Theatre Decompression at Parnu.
CSgt Sammy McKeown’s survival lessons; and the
Recce Platoon Commander’s Battlefield Studies
were just a few. After a busy six months, it was
vital to enjoy some much-needed leave with our
families; their resilience and devotion has been
humbling in the face of the turmoil this year. With
their ongoing support we approach 2021, held
at readiness for UK operations and overseas
contingencies, with confidence.
As always in the Field Army, we say farewell to old
faces and welcome new ones. In particular, we wish
CSM Stevie Wilde all the very best as he retires, bid
farewell to Capts Dave Davies and Alex Edmund
as they leave their turrets behind for Adjutantal
desks and congratulate CSgt Alan Falls and Sgt
Lee Griffiths who depart on promotion. WO2 Alan
Brooks returns to W Company as CSM after a brief
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WARRIOR ARMOURED
FIGHTING VEHICLE
IN EXPERIMENTAL
URBAN CAMOUFLAGE

“holiday” as CQMS X Company, while Capts Will
Cowper and Josh Shackleton are relishing being
Platoon Commanders again !

qualified 20 new Javelin gunners in theatre, trained
extensively on GPMG and conducted a superb
weapons effects demonstration, firing over 40 AntiTank missiles.
To maximise our lethality, the Anti-Tank Platoon
practiced camouflage and concealment
extensively. During Ex HIDDEN HACKLE some of
the most junior LCpls and Fusiliers came up with
innovative ways to hide our soldiers, vehicles and
equipment in the mixed rural and forested terrain of
Estonia. This varied landscape demanded flexibility
from the Platoon.

Mortar Platoon are captivated by CSgt Sammy
“Ray Mears” McKeown’s lesson on food
preparation in the wild

We often swapped our Javelins for GPMGs or
NLAWs, and with a number of machine-gun
veterans in the Platoon, we volunteered to lead
a Battlegroup GPMG concentration. Estonia was

ANTI-TANK PLATOON
Capt M Rolfe, Anti-Tank Platoon Commander
Op CABRIT 6 was the Platoon’s first 6-month
deployment since the Afghanistan era. Since then,
we have refocussed on our conventional, antiarmour role and Estonia provided the most relevant
operational environment for our battle-winning
capability.
With this in mind, the Anti-Tank Platoon capitalised
on the opportunity Op CABRIT presents. We

WO2 (CSM) Stevie Wilde congratulates Cpl Sharnon
Clarke on his promotion
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an ideal venue for our annual Anti-Tank Cadre,
a seminal event for any new Javelin Gunner and
one which allowed our JNCOs to use all their
imagination and initiative to train their Fusiliers.
Following the extensive training the Platoon had
conducted, we were able to finish the tour with a
real highlight: a live missile firing demonstration,
Ex WILDE HACKLE (named in honour of our
CSM). A multinational audience of Fusiliers,
Danes and Estonians, as well as VIPs, watched W
Company showcase our specialist weapons. The
demonstration started with a sniper shoot, rapidly
backed up by NLAW, Carl Gustav, 81mm Mortars
and finally the Javelin itself. Very few of the Platoon
had ever seen a Javelin fire live before, let alone fire
one themselves, so it was a huge moment for us to
be able to fire eight in one day.
The climax of the day was a simultaneous, topattack missile strike against two separate tank
targets. Watching two missiles streak towards
the clouds then strike the tanks from above was
awesome and a great reward for the Platoon after
nearly six months deployed.
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GPMG CADRE
Cpl W Tokalau, Anti-Tank Detachment
Commander
There are a few of us in the Platoon who came from
a machine guns background. I’ve personally used
Javelin and GPMG on Op HERRICK and seen how
effective they can be in the right hands, so I liked
watching our guys improve. We were asked by the
Commanding Officer to take the lead on a GPMG
skills concentration, and we ended up teaching
guys from the other companies and attached arms,
as well as our own troops.

Cpl Wes Tokalau coaching application of fire
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NLAW LIVE-FIRING
DURING EX WILDE HACKLE

We started with a week in camp, going over the
basics. If you don’t use a weapon enough, your
skills get rusty. Things like working as a machine
gun pair and getting barrel changes and immediate
action drills as smooth as possible need regular
practice too. We then headed to the range, starting
at 100m and took it steady, giving the lads plenty of
time to get their eye in, with lots of coaching from
the experienced guys and NCOs. Attention to detail
is key and marksmanship principles and teamwork
are required to get a gun singing properly. By the
end of the second day everyone was confident,
so we moved through the pamphlet shoots
and got our teeth into the good stuff – multiple

targets, moving targets and the weapons effects
demonstration.
When you spend most of your year firing blanks
through a BFA or live rounds at a distant wooden
target, it’s easy to forget how effective our weapons
are. Every now and then you need to shoot
some realistic targets to remind the troops why
we dig shelf scrapes. We got together a number
of targets for an effects demonstration: cars,
bricks, doors, and sandbag bunkers of varying
thicknesses, and proceeded to (scientifically) shoot
them with rifles and GPMGs. Shooting a hole in a
brick wall and tearing up sandbag bunkers was
most satisfying, but more importantly, highlighted
the capability of the guns. Unless you’re behind
some serious cover, you’re getting it !

ANTI-TANK CADRE
Cpl C Lane, Anti-Tank Detachment Commander

A GPMG team in action

We normally do a Cadre straight after we get a new
intake of rifle company Fusiliers, but because of
Op CABRIT we ended up waiting until we were in
theatre, so we could take advantage of the terrain
and facilities there. This meant that we had five
months with the new guys before their Cadre, so
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they were already at a high standard before we
started and we could spend more time in the field,
and less time covering the basics. The way our
Platoon works is that everyone does the Cadre,
even the already qualified guys, and the JNCOs
are in with the lads but are obviously involved in
the planning. This means there’s no ‘us and them’,
just a unified Platoon that needs to get through the
Cadre as one team.

distance is hard, but withdrawing under contact
with casualties is even harder ! It’s vital that we
make this training as demanding as possible,
especially as the lads gel together much better as
a team once they’ve done something difficult
together that most people don’t do.

We were based out of Lasna Campus, a small
training camp well away from Tapa and stayed in
12x12 tents, though we had access to facilities and
classrooms. There was a small tank park for our
Warriors, so we had everything we needed to be
self-sustaining.
The first day was a shock for the lads. Reveille was
0530 for Battle PT, which finished with Tank Action
races. It pays to be a winner: last one goes again !
We then spent the first week covering the basics in
detail, both in the classroom and in the field. Small
details need to be ironed out, patrol actions need
to be practised in detail and our contact drills had
to be spot on. We often work in small teams away
from immediate support, so we need to be able to
fight our way out of a situation if required.

Good strike ! The effect of Javelin against an
armoured target

Then we got into the detail of Anti-Tanking. We
trained against our own enemy, both in defence
and attack. Moving into position tactically, carrying
upwards of 60kg of kit, digging in, camouflaging
the position and then trying to stay awake at 0400
until you can hear the rumble of tracks in the
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Members of Anti-Tank Platoon take a break from
training

The course finished with a series of tests.
Armoured Fighting Vehicle recognition is one of our
core skills, so we don’t destroy the wrong target;
we test the lads with scale models placed out, that
they observe through binoculars. Knowledge of the
weapon system is also critical as it is a complex,
high-tech bit of kit, and requires extensive user
knowledge. Then finally we had the test exercise,
which saw the Platoon deploy for a series of
ambushes. By the time we pulled off the final
position, the lads had proven they could operate
with the kit to a high standard, and fully deserved
the end of course BBQ, where the CO handed
out the qualification badges and prizes to the top
students.
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MORTAR PLATOON
LCpl W Forbes, Mortar Fire Controller (B), LCpl
M Charlton, Mortar No 1
This year has been dominated by Op CABRIT
and the pre-deployment training for it. An early
highlight was urban live firing from Cilieni village
in Brecon. This was an exciting challenge for all
in Mortar Platoon as most of us had not trained
in this environment before. MFCs were keen
to practice their skill set whilst also learning to
adapt to the urban terrain. For the troops on
the mortar line this was also their first time
working with the Raschen Bag system, but
they got to grips with it quickly and made sure
the positions were ready within a few hours. They
also fired from different positions using sandbags
and the urban infrastructure, including curbs
and the brick walls of buildings.

I think the biggest shock to most people was
the time and effort needed to build up a longstanding position and how loud it was on the
mortar line – our double hearing protection paid off
when the first round went down range. We fired
from these positions for a few days. The high
angle and the Raschen systems made it a bit
awkward at first, but with the help and coaching
of the NCOs and with hands-on experience, the
troops had the drills tidied up within the first day.

A section commander receives a fire mission

A mortar detachment fire at high angle in
Cilieni village

After the week of live firing, we finished by taking
the Platoon to the summit of the Pen Y Fan. Due
to guys carrying the mortar kit, we did a shorter
route of about 5 miles. The kit weighed between
45-50kg, much heavier than standard kit, and
this didn’t include the ammunition ! Some of the
newer members struggled with the weight, but

TWO JAVELIN MISSILES ON THEIR WAY
TO THEIR TARGETS
19
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everyone made it safely to the top. The CO, RSM
and CSM joined the Platoon and even grabbed
some mortar kit for a chunk of the route, giving
the guys a bit of a rest, although I’m sure they
just had pillows in their daysacks ! The most
memorable moment was the view at the top. The
weather had been kind and it was blue skies with a
great view for miles around.

Callsign 52 enjoy the balmy weather on Ex
FURIOUS HACKLE

The Platoon soon deployed on Op CABRIT 6.
Operating in Estonia as mortars proved difficult at
first. The dense and vast forestry reduced visibility
for the MFCs and we also found siting mortar
lines difficult due to the restricted manoeuvre
available. The Platoon used jungle doctrine, a
style most had not trained in before, but was very
relevant to operating in Estonia.

The first opportunity to prove to ourselves came
on Ex SPRING STORM. The highlight was
working hand-in-hand with 13 Battalion of the
1st Estonian Brigade, providing them with live
indirect fire, and even had their observers adjusting
our mortars. That said, a week spent on Adazi
ranges in Latvia was arguably the Platoon’s best
week on CABRIT. This included a week’s live
firing with mortars, small arms and claymore
mines. The opportunity to practice low-level skills
and conduct some advanced ranges meant there
was great training value for everyone, including
putting unqualified LCpls in the Observation
Post to practice calling for fire or controlling the
mortar line in the Command Post. It was a great
opportunity for them, and they quickly realised it
wasn’t as easy as it looks !
For the lads it was a chance to train both as a
mortar line in normal circumstances. They also
went through a live direct fire and a withdrawal
from contact exercise. During this, soldiers were
able to fire live claymores for the first time, an
opportunity that doesn’t arise often. For most
of them it was the first time using the mortar
in the ‘Direct Role’ too, where the mortars
have line of sight to the target. Whilst very fun
for the lads to practise, the extraction under
contact with mortar kit was extremely difficult
and not something you’d want to do more than
once! All in all, a fantastic week with a well thought
out training programme.

THE RECONNAISSANCE
PLATOON IN ESTONIA
Capt A Edmund, Reconnaissance Platoon
Commander

Cpls Sheldon Thomas, Adam Larner, Matty Jones
and Mychael Beck enjoy a break on exercise
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Deployment on Op CABRIT 6 marked a period
of fast and often frenetic activity for the Fusiliers
of the Recce Platoon. Almost immediately on
return from BATUS, the process of converting
back onto an old friend, the CVR(T) began, after a
two-year hiatus operating Warrior. This culminated
in a bleak February at Castlemartin where crews
qualified in their respective positions on the latest
version, Scimitar II. So equipped, the challenge
represented by the complex and heavily forested
terrain characteristic of Estonia would provide
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all ranks the opportunity to excel in the Platoon’s
mission of providing timely and accurate
information to Battlegroup Headquarters, in both
our mounted and dismounted roles.

Recce Platoon in Nursipalu

Among the many training
opportunities available in
theatre was an opportunity
to develop our
experience and to adapt to
the realities of conducting
armoured operations
in such conditions.
Of value was Ex
WOLFPACK HACKLE, a
training exercise with
the Estonian
reconnaissance
group enabling the
exchange of ideas and
best practice.
Our ability to work
dismounted proved
particularly useful to
battlegroup operations,
with long patrols inserting
through swampy ground
being a feature of the tour. A
further benefit from this emerged
during the battlegroupwide WARDEV training, our

A MORTAR BULLDOG
EXTRACTS FROM
CONTACT UNDER
COVER OF SMOKE
21
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A BUSH, OR A
CVR(T) SCIMITAR
II ? NATURAL
CAMOUFLAGE USED
TO GOOD EFFECT

OC Recce indulges his passion for history with an
original 1980s Russian language magazine in Sirgula

Cpls Toby Etheridge & Kyle Huetson, and LCpl
Mark Willstrop instruct members of Armadillo
Company in the noble art of model making

specific area of responsibility being the
testing of tactics and procedures for Urban
OPs. Unrivalled opportunities exist to
conduct this in real but abandoned Soviet era
infrastructure surviving in still inhabited villages, as
opposed to the more synthetic purposebuilt training facilities elsewhere.
In sum, the valuable experience of Op CABRIT
provided the men of First Fusiliers Recce
Platoon an opportunity to, in the words of
Tennyson’s Ulysses, prove determined in
their shared resolution ‘to strive, to seek, to find
and not to yield’ at the forefront of the Battlegroup’s
operations.
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CVR(T) SCIMITAR IN WOODS
AND FORESTS
LCpl K Sedgwick, Recce Car Commander
Training with the Estonians was a great opportunity
for us to really test the capabilities and limits
of our armoured fleet. The CVR(T) Scimitar
II is the primary vehicle of a recce platoon.
It proved a very versatile AFV in the dense
woodblocks of Estonia, utilising the same
30mm RARDEN cannon as the Warrior and the
L37 machinegun, which proved particularly
effective. It also has MSPIRE, a thermal image
capability, which we used to sight enemy
dismounted soldiers, sometimes up to 1.5km away.
Our driver, Fus Jasper Hoyle, was also able to aid
our surveillance with use of his driver’s thermal
sight, often able to call out enemy before I had
spotted them.
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EX URBAN HACKLE
LCpl T Daly, Recce Patrolman
Training in an actual Soviet-era village, was a
great opportunity to learn some new skills and
methods of constructing Observation Posts in the
urban environment. This gave a lot of the newly
badged members of the platoon a chance to put
theory into practice and try their own techniques
as many junior Fusiliers were put in command
appointments.

Sniper Platoon Pre Course (Ex HEADHUNTER) and
the Three Baltics Sniper Concentration have been
very arduous but crucial to our development and
future success as a Platoon that demands high
performance. Below are some articles written by
the Fusiliers about their experiences.

Later, we compared our OPs to each other’s, and
we were given the chance to show off our work
to senior members of the eFP Battlegroup.
This also allowed members of the platoon
to develop their presentation skills as they
described their approach towards the task.

Sniper Platoon in Nursipalu

EX 3BS
Fus “Lima” and Fus “Hotel”, Snipers

Fus Adam Binding emerges from his OP

SNIPER PLATOON: HIGHLIGHTS
OF ESTONIA
CSgt “Yankee”, Sniper Platoon Commander

The range package we did in Latvia was second
to none, truly one of the greatest things a young
Fusilier can do to experience interacting with
different nations and their weapons and equipment.
Over the two weeks we shared stories and made a
few bonds with fellow snipers from Canada, Latvia,
Lithuania and Slovakia.
We shared knowledge about our weapon systems
and the similarities and differences between our
own and theirs and found humour in how similar
soldiers are across the world, being able to
relate to most of each other’s experiences.

Over July and August whilst on Op CABRIT 6,
the Sniper Platoon deployed
on two key activities
that played a vital part
in the development of
the Platoon, allowing
the junior snipers to
gain some invaluable
knowledge and
practice. Both the

LCPL JORDAN EDGE DELIVERS PATROL
ORDERS ON THE RECCE CADRE
23
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During the week we got a chance to get some
rounds down on some unusual ranges: moving
targets; unknown distance with mil-dot holds;
loophole shooting; barrier shoots; and CQB lanes
incorporating both rifle and pistol.
The ‘barrier shoot’ was a great chance to practise
that precious discipline, in which the No1 cannot
see the target and the No2 has to bring him on
target through a wall to it on the other side. My
personal favourite was firing from a moving buggy,
not the norm but a rare opportunity to practise my
ability to adapt to firing unsupported while moving.
Overall the first week’s ranges were a success,
the atmosphere and environment was good, the
cohesion was good, the practice and experience
we got under our belt was second to none and
most importantly, we walked away with a good old
tan !

of the enemy’s capability and pattern of life. In the
early hours of the last day the High Value Target
arrived, and we conducted a coordinated shoot
before extracting from our position to an RV further
North, while being hunted down and chased by the
enemy.

EX HEADHUNTER
Fus “Bravo”, Sniper
I have spent the last six months deployed with 1
FUSILIERS sniper platoon on Op CABRIT 6. Whilst
on deployment, the new intake for the platoon,
myself included, took part in Ex HEADHUNTER, a
Sniper Pre-Course designed to assess our potential
as a sniper and prepare us for the demanding
SOC.

A sniper stalks his target

Fus H conducting a loop-hole shoot

The FTX in Latvia is by far the best one I have
experiences in the Army. It took months of
preparation and was well executed by the Latvians.
After getting a surprise crash-out during a BBQ,
they kept us in safe houses in different locations
around Latvia where we received orders and
planned our mission. These consisted of target
packs, aerial photographs of the area we would
operate in and codewords which our radio operator
would use.
We inserted at night and got to our OP by 0300
the next day to conduct observation over the
course of two days in which we built up a picture
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The course was broken into four weeks. Week 1
consisted mostly of sniper knowledge and theory.
Topics such as judging distance, navigation,
weapon ballistics, observation and stalking were
taught in Tapa Camp and in the field, laying the
foundation for the remainder of the course.

Snipers mark their maps at the start of a NAVEX
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Week 2 was marksmanship week. We spent five
days honing and testing our shooting ability on the
ranges at Sirgula with the British Army’s weapon
of choice, the L115 A3. The week ended with a
sniper Annual Combat Marksmanship Test in which
I proudly achieved the highest score.

This would decide who, if any, would be worthy
of going on the next available SOC. Competition
was tough and places on SOC are hard to win
but ultimately all the students met the standard
and were presented with their coveted black capbadges by the Platoon Commander.

One Shot : One Kill

An observation test.

Weeks 3 and 4 were almost identical, bar the
training area used: a mock test week followed
by an actual test week. This saw the seven unbadged soldiers competing in a range of tests
which covered all the topics we had been taught:
navigation, sniper knowledge, fieldcraft, judging
distance, observation, camouflage & concealment.

All in all, this exercise was excellent for developing
me as a soldier as I pit myself against the best
soldiers 1 FUSILIERS has to offer. Hopefully some
of you (younger) readers are skilled and motivated
enough to take the same chance we did and give it
a try.

LCPL “ROMEO” AND FUS “LIMA” ON
THE RANGES AT ADAZI
25
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X COMPANY
Maj M King, Officer Commanding, WO2 (CSM) R Shambayati

GLOSSARY OF TERMS USED IN THIS ARTICLE
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PDT - Pre-Deployment Training

WARDEV - Warfare Development

BATUS - British Army Training Unit Suffield (Canada)

TTPs - Tactics, Techniques and Procedures

LFX - Live Fire Exercise

CES - Common Equipment Schedule

ACT - Annual Crew Test

UAS - Unmanned Arial Systems

QRH - Queen’s Royal Hussars

AES - Armoured Engineer Squadron

KRH - King’s Royal Hussars

EMOE - Explosive Method of Entry

MRTS - Marker Round Training System

AFV - Armoured Fighting Vehicle

Reflecting on the past 12 months, whilst the plan
for the Battalion had been relatively fixed for some
time, it is fair to say no-one foresaw the array
of unique challenges of the current situation,
nor the impact it has had. Nonetheless, in true
Fusilier fashion, the Company has made the
best of it and had an excellent year; capitalising
on the challenges and transforming these into
an opportunity for the betterment of those in the
Company and the wider Battalion.

nonetheless important settings. All of X Company
having performed to an excellent standard this
year, relish the trials, tests, and opportunities an
uncertain 2021 will bring.

Looking firstly at people, there has been significant
change in personalities. Maj Chris Jose moved to
Land Warfare Centre, while WO2 Wright moved to
Field Training Unit after an excellent stint as CGWO.
WO2 Rayhon Shambayati has taken over as CSM,
having replaced WO2 Dave Rourke, who is now the
QM’s department as RQMS(T). X Company wishes
them all the best of luck in their new appointments,
and, speaking on behalf of the CSM and myself,
we are both honoured and excited to be part of the
Company.

2020: A YEAR IN X COMPANY

Moving onto what we have achieved this year,
the articles below written by the team have
encapsulated what has been an arduous but
fantastic year of opportunity: a rigorous period
of PDT, followed by a demanding operational
tour; and all alongside some awesome Adventure
Training to engage our Fusiliers in different but

As with the start of many years, January found X
Company back in Castlemartin Ranges, where
during four weeks we played an integral role in
preparing the Battalion to deploy. From light-role
live firing to armoured ranges, it was a busy and
productive period. With a significant amount of
firing to do, the elements yet again decided that

In summary, 2020 may have been more
challenging than expected, and in ways we had
not hoped it to be. Nonetheless, X Company has
overcome the challenge and delivered results in
spades. Roll-on 2021 for more of the same.

Lt D Griffin, 4 Platoon Commander
It is fair to say it has been an eventful year in which
to be a member of X Company. Following stellar
performance in BATUS, we were selected to be the
AI Company that would deploy on Op CABRIT 6.
From Castlemartin to Estonia, the Company has
risen to every challenge and excelled itself. And in
a year that has been overshadowed by COVID-19, I
would not have wanted to be anywhere else.
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they wished to test us with gale force winds and
fog banks rolling off the Irish Sea. Despite the
Welsh weather, we persevered and were able to
leave with every crew and fighting units achieving
their accreditations. Credit must go to WO2
Wright (CGWO) who managed to organise the
troops and vehicles during the week....while also
renovating his house on the weekends.
With the deployment looming, we were able to
undertake some pre-tour leave arriving back
refreshed and ready to deploy. Deploying in
March, we arrived at Tapa Camp, Estonia to
conduct the handover with the QRH Battlegroup.
For many of us, myself included, this was our
first operational deployment, and we didn’t know
exactly what to expect. Luckily our experiences
in Castlemartin had hardened us to experience
the weather, with four seasons in one day !
We had to hit the ground running on arrival,
taking over as the Vanguard Company almost
immediately. As part of adapting to a new
environment we had learnt many lessons from
the KRH and QRH BGs, however putting these
into practice was significantly more difficult.
Our first chance was on Ex FURIOUS HACKLE
on Soodla Training Area, learning how to work
closely within a Company Combat team in
complex forested conditions. The Estonian Army
were instrumental in educating us on the realities
of how they would fight any armoured invader.

1 Section, 4 Platoon

LIVE FIRING AND
BAYONET LANES

Following early success, we rolled quickly into Ex
SPRING STORM, our first multi-national exercise
of the tour. Due to COVID it was somewhat
condensed but provided us a chance to further
refine our abilities, both in warfare but also in
mutual co-operation with our Danish and Estonian
allies. X Company ultimately excelled against the
Estonian troops playing enemy, who were soldiers
on their final exercise of initial training.
With the weather taking a turn for the better in
Summer, CSgt Brooks organised a Survival
Exercise based on his experience in the jungle. The
QM (T), along with many others, also volunteered
to share their knowledge, teaching Fusiliers how
to build snares, shelters, fires and how to purify
water. All the essentials that we need for a night out
without the luxury of a sleeping bag !
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dismounted, mounted and integrated. A particular
highlight was the Claymore Range conducted by
Lt Barry. The week culminated in an integrated
range with both Challenger 2 Tanks and the Danish
CV90s, an experience that many of us will never
forget.

Bed....

...and Breakfast

June saw us deploy to the Adazi Range Complex in
Latvia, our first time outside of Estonia since arrival.
This offered unparalleled opportunity to conduct
complex and challenging live fire exercises, both

SUNSET OVER ADAZI
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Living in Estonia was very similar to those within
the UK during COVID-19. It was a rarity to leave
the confines of camp unless on Exercise. Luckily,
as time progressed, the restrictions were lifted,
and we were able to experience the country.
Undertaking platoon days out to the capital city of
Tallinn, go-karting, wakeboarding and battlefield
studies allowed us to release the tension of being
cooped up.
However, the COVID restrictions provided an
opportunity to conduct significant training at
section and platoon level, something that is at
a premium in the UK. The availability of a large
training estate, the MRTS (or SimunitionTM)
and some invention allowed for the significant
development of urban training. One of our final
taskings was to conduct a stand on the Battalion
Patrols Competition. Sgt Kerr especially was in
his element, undertaking hours of makeup and
setup for one of the best stands of the event. He
demonstrated what can be done with a bit of
ingenuity and set the standard for future training.
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We returned to the UK in September having
conducted our duties on Op CABRIT 6 to the
highest of standards, handing over to 5 RIFLES
Battlegroup; this was also the first time we had
been back home since deploying in March, and
probably the longest period many of us have spent
away from home, loved ones and our families. The
five weeks of leave that followed have flown by and
we are looking forward to setting ourselves up for a
successful end to 2020.

A FUSILIER’S VIEW
Fus A Bell, 4 Platoon
Having joined X Company in late 2019, I was lucky
to go straight out to BATUS as a dismounted
solider. Coming straight from training into such a
big exercise came with challenges but I managed
to push past them and carry on. It really opened
my eyes to what life is like within an Armoured
Infantry Battalion. Even with the eye opener of
BATUS, 2020 has been a busy year for me and the
Battalion as a whole.

On return from BATUS, it was straight into training
courses and I was lucky enough to train as a
Warrior driver. I was keen to work with a crew and
to make sure that I could look after my own vehicle
whilst deployed. Straight after Christmas leave and
having qualified as a driver, it was off to the grey
and foggy Castlemartin for my first Gunnery camp.
Between the armoured ranges, we conducted
dismounted ranges in sometimes horizontal rain;
my first experience of this … but probably not my
last !
All this work was in preparation to deploy to
Estonia to support them as a NATO ally. Whilst
being deployed on Op CABRIT 6 it seemed like we
came across all four seasons of the weather within
the first month of being there, as one minute it was
sunny, the next it was snowing.

Well it was sunny when we started..

Crew of Callsign “11G” at BATUS, Canada

Estonia was a busy time with many exercises
and live ranges in Latvia. Being a new driver, it
was good to have my own vehicle, one I was
responsible for in camp and on exercise. The mud,
snow and sand were challenging but we were
always working and looking after the fleet. Being in
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camp also allowed me to get more qualifications,
completing my Land Rover training and being able
to drive in a different country.
There was also time for my own training whilst we
were deployed. I set myself a goal of running a full
marathon in Tallinn. Unfortunately due to COVID,
it turned into a full marathon around Tapa Camp !
I completed the marathon in 4 hours and 40 mins
which was a good effort for my first one, and a time
that I hope to beat in 2021.
We also managed to get out and see a little of
Estonia, with a few days of stand-down in Parnu
and some Platoon days out. Estonia is mainly
forests, with small lakes where we were able to
relax and have some BBQs.
However, coming back has been brilliant, especially
to 5 weeks leave, and I am excited to see what is in
store for me in 2021.

EX STORMING HACKLE
Lt H Barry, 6 Platoon Commander, Cpl D
Reynolds, 3 Section Commander
Ex STORMING HACKLE was a two-day period of
WARDEV, focused on developing physical and
conceptual TTPs in the urban environment. Using
exercising troops from both X Company and 52
AES, 22 Engineer Regiment, it was conducted
in Nursipalu in south-east Estonia, some 30km
from the Russian border. Differing slightly from
a conventional training exercise, STORMING
HACKLE had scientific experimentation as its
core tenet; seeking to gain valuable data for the

Cpl Reynolds’ section enters a building using new
and improvised equipment and TTPs
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refinement of existing UK low-level urban doctrine
and TTPs.
The primary focus of the exercise was the
refinement of urban breaching techniques, making
use of commercially available tools we are all
familiar with – enforcers, hooligan bars, and
telescopic ladders – to provide exercising troops
with a base level of training in defeating urban
obstacles.
Additionally, the natural ingenuity of the Fusilier was
tested to identify how to improvise Warrior CES as
a substitute to the commercial options, resulting in
the use of sledgehammers, shovels and pieces of
track link to defeat locked doors when specialist
equipment is not available. All equipment was
tested under scientific conditions to identify how
long it would take to breach urban style obstacles.
While breaches were unsurprisingly quicker with
specialist equipment, it was reassuring to see
the improvised solutions were still effective. The
practicalities of breaching using chainsaws were
also assessed; a first for all involved !
With UAS (“drones”) taking an increasing role
in modern combat, the exercise also sought to
outline ways Fusiliers could integrate their use
into the urban environment. Assessing in-service
nano drones such as the Black Hornet, as well as
commercially available drones, these devices were
put through their paces. They were found to be
easily deployable and gave assaulting troops prewarning of room layouts and enemy dispositions in
buildings.

The MK1 MattK breaching tool; improvised from
WARRIOR CES by OC X Coy… something he
reminded us of on a regular basis !
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The exercise increased in complexity throughout
the two days, with the final phase comprising a
force-on-force scenario using MRTS (Simunition™)
to allow an accurate assessment of casualties. The
phase integrated Warrior and TERRIER AFVs, a
platoon of Fusiliers, and nano drones, all working
together to create breaches onto a target building
and destroy a section+ of enemy within.
Overall, STORMING HACKLE was an excellent
opportunity for combined-arms urban training at
the platoon level and has demonstrated tangible
positive outputs in urban operations across the
board. Furthermore, it has provided valuable data
to support doctrine refinement and give advice for
future procurement of specialist urban equipment.

Fus Blick sporting the improvised breacher

EX FROSTED BLADE 35: DEC 19
TO JAN 20
Lt D Griffin, 4 Platoon Commander

The Royal Engineers from 52 AES worked tirelessly
to support the exercise, providing critical support
to help setup the exercise area with secured doors,
and also made a valuable contribution toward
inter-arm teamworking by attaching engineer pairs
to dismounted sections as they cleared through
buildings. They also used the chance to gain
training value through the employment of simulated
EMOE, and use of their specialist AFV such as
TERRIER, which they also used remotely and
without drivers.

On return from BATUS, it was decided that 1
FUSILIERS would enter a team into the skiing
Ex FROSTED BLADE 35 and the Infantry Alpine
Championships. The Battalion had not been
involved in this exercise for a number of years, so
I relished the challenge of organising a group to
take part in weeks of training which is designed to
challenge and develop soldiers in one of the most
taxing environments. Ex FROSTED BLADE builds
confidence and establishes a skill that will last a
lifetime.

The Urban Skills-House, built by 52 Armoured Engineer Squadron
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notorious Black run “Le Face”. Every element of
the training was demanding both mentally and
physically, but at times the adrenaline rush was
second to none.

1 FUSILIERS on Ex FROSTED BLADE

Our time in the Alps culminated with the Infantry
Alpine Championships; an event that is without
parallel across the Infantry. With a tight turnaround
between returning from leave in September and
departing in December, it was a period of manic
planning between myself and CSgt Harris (the
2IC and now WO2 (CSM) Harris in Z Company).
Nonetheless, we managed to resource equipment
and had our funding in-place to deploy on the
exercise for six weeks with a team of eight. Of the
team, three were classed as novice skiers who had
never seen a pair of skis nor the bright lycra racesuits they were going to wear.

The race training was more challenging than
the initial learning phase, with troops pushing
themselves to the limit to improve and shave
seconds off their times. Unfortunately, with all
training there is an element of risk and ultimately,
we as a team suffered a number of injuries. Cpl
Trimbrell, Fus Gandy and Fus Llewellyn were
unfortunately all ruled out of race week.
Race week loomed and both the A team and
B team composed themselves to take on the
challenge. Team A comprised myself, LCpl Jones,
Fus Van Heck and Fus Hawker, with Team B seeing
CSgt Harris completing a composite FUSILIER
team on the hill. Clad in our skin-tight lycra,
helmets, gloves and not much more, we competed
in a number of events including Slalom, Giant
Slalom, Super Giant Slalom and Downhill Race.
Each event involved technical skills, bravery and
the ability to make split second decisions. However,
there is no feeling that can compare to hitting about
80 kmph going downhill on skis that are longer
than 2 meters.
Unfortunately, we failed to place as a team,
however, there were some significant individual
efforts; Fus Hawker distinguished himself, gaining
the Novice Silver in the Giant Slalom and Bronze in
the Super Combine. Ultimately, I could have asked
nothing more than what was given by all members
of the team; they were a credit to the Battalion and
to themselves. And while it looks unlikely, we will
get to repeat this in 2021, fingers are crossed for
2022.

Fus Hawker in flight

A NOVICE SKIER’S EXPERIENCE
Over the six-week period, the team split into
instructional groups based on ability and
experience, each group being led by one of the
incredible instructors from Evo 2. Over four weeks
Fusiliers who had never skied before were taken
from zero to hero, from the beginner slopes to the
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Fus K Llewellyn, 4 Platoon
I was lucky enough to be selected to be a part of
the Battalion ski team on Ex FROSTED BLADE 35,
in Val-D’Isère for six weeks. At the time I had never
skied before and was way out of my comfort zone
as we drove across France and up to the resort.
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At the start of the Exercise, I was put in a group
with all the novice skiers where we got to grips
with the basics under supervision
of our instructors. The more
time I spent on the slopes,
the more I learned, and
my confidence and skill
improved. Pushing myself
to master the blue and
green slopes first, before
the harder and steeper
reds and blacks which are
more difficult. I was mostly
running on adrenaline at that
point. I really esnjoyed the
progression apart from when
I was falling and tumbling down
the slopes.
Spending Christmas away was a
little daunting but there is so much
going on that you forget that you are
away. I have had some of the best
nights of my life after a great days’
learning and sharing the cooking
duties in the flat. (But I’ll leave
the details of the night life to your
imagination !).
We moved on to race-specific
training after a few weeks, looking
at the Slalom and the Giant Slalom;
something that for someone who
has only just learnt to ski was a real
challenge. Using different skis, catsuits
and knee protectors was alien but
became normal and less daunting.
Unfortunately, I had a fall towards the
end of the Exercise which ruled me
out of the competition. However, I am
going to be the first person to volunteer
for any future events and have found
a new sport that I would have not had
the opportunity to do by myself. It was
the most fun I have had in years, and a
privilege to represent the Battalion and
X Company in front of the Infantry.

LT GRIFFIN ON THE
“DECISIVE EDGE”
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Y COMPANY
Maj M Selby, Officer Commanding

?????????????

GLOSSARY OF TERMS USED IN THIS ARTICLE
CQB - Close Quarter Battle

BCR - Battlefield Casualty Replacement

SPTA - Salisbury Plain Training Area

BCD - Battlefield Casualty Drills

2IC - Second in Command

ACMT - Annual Combat Marksmanship Test

TASKORG - Task Organisation

MATT - Mandatory Annual Training Test

OSG - Operational Support Group

MRTS - Marker Round Training System

THE GLADIATORS HAVE HAD AN ‘INTERESTING’ YEAR !
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It’s fair to say that 2020 has not been the year that
we (or indeed anyone else) were expecting and not
just because of the ‘black swan’ of the COVID-19
global pandemic which has affected almost every
aspect of our professional and personal lives. But
I’ve been enormously impressed and reassured
by the way that the Y Company Gladiators have
smoothly adapted to the huge array of challenges
which have been thrown at us – I’ve been very
proud to have spent this year leading these
outstanding soldiers.
At the start of the year, we were firmly focussed
on forming the core of the Operational Support
Group for CABRIT 6. Whilst we would take on the
vital home duty responsibilities for the deployed
Battlegroup – ensuring the Battlegroup delivered
its operational output – we also had the core of
Y Company in the UK. So we set out with the
intention of delivering some outstanding training
whilst we were masters of our own destiny ! A
series of planned concentrations covering urban
operations, public order, CQB, night fighting and
even some underground warfare were all in the
pipeline. Little did we know...
As the Battlegroup subjected itself to the joys of
RAF Brize Norton in the closing weeks of March,
Y Company deployed onto SPTA on Ex LION
STRIKE. By the time that the exercise finished a
couple of days later and earlier than planned, Y
Company returned from the Plain to a country
which had transformed and we started out on
an experience which would be very different
for the rest of our fellow Fusiliers. As lockdown
descended, it very quickly became clear that being
able to deal with uncertainty was going to be a skill
in great demand as the country started to get to
grips with life under COVID.
As the pandemic rapidly unravelled, so did our
best laid plans (and to a certain extent, Company
2IC Capt Alex Gaillard’s hairline). We conducted a
re-TASKORG into two ‘blocs’ which, in combination
with a rotation, enabled us to minimise our physical
footprint in Mooltan Barracks, whilst still delivering
meaningful training.

Out on SPTA on Ex LION STRIKE, Y Company
junior commanders receive orders for the next
Company attack...

...and it was executed with all the skill,
competence and controlled aggression you would
expect from the finest Fusiliers

Over the course of the summer, the junior
commanders designed and delivered the
Advanced Soldier Cadre: a modular training plan
which was flexible enough to build on the basics
but able to be conducted either dispersed or in
socially-distanced COVID 19 compliant conditions.
Whilst we weren’t able to deliver everything that

The complexities of fighting underground were not
lost on Y Company (no comment on the complexity of
underground navigation being lost on the OC - Ed...)
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Looking forward to next year and absolutely ready for it

we had originally planned, the first-rate efforts of Y
Company HQ elements – in particular WO2 Mills –
meant that we culminated with some outstanding
and memorable training at Corsham Mines on a
two-week subterranean warfare exercise in early
September.

pandemic affecting that plan however, the Surge
Platoon faced a new challenge: how in a time
of national crisis could a small unit, despite all
the restrictions and complications in place, still
maintain a state of readiness and currency in order
to support the Battlegroup ?

Over the course of the deployment, the Operational
Support Group generated 67 operational
reinforcements and deployed over 75% of them to
Op CABRIT. We had 397 different soldiers form part
of the OSG at one point or another, so it was with
something of a sigh of relief that we greeted the
successful return of the Battalion in October.
As Y Company reformed in November, we find
ourselves stronger and hungrier for what 2021 will
bring. We’ve had the opportunity to adapt to COVID
19 and have planned accordingly. With everything
from Company armoured infantry exercises,
a Section patrol competition, deployments to
Dartmoor and Devon, Castlemartin and Cornwall,
the Y Company Gladiators are ready to go.

SURGE PLATOON DURING COVID
Lt Dan Elliott, Cpl Chris Watkin
As part of the operational support to the high
demand of the deployed Battlegroup on CABRIT 6,
Y Company generated a Surge Platoon. Formed
around 7 Platoon in the Light Role, the initial intent
would see the Platoon deploy across several
locations in Eastern Europe supporting large scale
exercises. With the emergence of the coronavirus
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Surge Platoon built on the excellent foundations of
last year’s training and has created some serious
urban experiences

The simplest way to produce any output was to go
back to basics in order to make marginal gains.
From this concept the Advanced Soldier Cadre was
born. Key members of the Surge Platoon formed
small training teams to be compliant with the
COVID Force Protection measures and to remain
resilient and flexible. Each training team would be
supported by two JNCOs and for the period of six
weeks would undergo a training programme that
would allow the members of the Surge Platoon to
remain ready, with the basics to hand should they
be required.
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The Advanced Soldier Cadre would cover
everything from the marksmanship principles to
the breakdown of a section attack. Although to
a trained soldier it may seem more like revision
than anything else, this method of training in fact
kept the basics to a professional and competent
standard.

The lessons learnt during this time was that
ingenuity of JNCOs is limitless in order to teach
and develop those around them and that once
again, adversity doesn’t affect Fusilier soldiers.
Although not the six months the Surge Platoon
wanted, they developed in a way that showed there
no question that we hadn’t made the most of it.

BCR GENERATION AND
LEADERSHIP IN FLUX
Lt C Higgs, Sgt M Granaghan

Cpl Watkins delivers some sharpshooter training as part
of the Advanced Soldier Cadre

Throughout the programme, the soldiers of
Surge Platoon had managed to remain fit, current
and competent. More importantly, their morale
clearly demonstrated that they remained up for
the fight. To be able to achieve this in very harsh
training conditions, given the environment that the
coronavirus left in its wake, gives credit to the hard
work of the Platoon under difficult circumstances.

LT DAN ELLIOTT
SPINNING A YARN
ALMOST AS WELL AS
SGT ANDY BIRTLES

The BCR Platoon was generated in order to
support the Battlegroup’s efforts on Op CABRIT
6. When required, soldiers were sent to theatre to
replace those leaving for career courses, injuries
or compassionate reasons. All BCR soldiers had to
be at held at high readiness in order to deploy to
theatre, sometimes with relatively short notice. This
meant completion of mandatory MATTs and predeployment training. The fast turnover of Fusiliers
and the implications of COVID 19 added to the
complexity of the task.
Unsurprisingly, COVID 19 greatly hindered our
ability to make sure BCRs were fully deployable
but despite this, we were able to provide almost
seventy BCRs over the course of the tour. Due
to a lack of SMEs available, whether they be
on deployment or dispersed, it made it difficult
to run programmes to complete MATTs such
as Navigation and BCD. We therefore had to
approach other units and request instructors in
order to facilitate this training, but the support

Practical navigation lessons at night are
never easy, although a nav check having
just left through the barracks’ side gate was
possibly a bit over-enthusiastic
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All BCRs were put through the Role Fitness Test (Soldier)
prior to deploying to Estonia

the BCR Platoon was the large turnover of soldiers.
Soldiers would join the Platoon and leave within
a short space of time. Many of the BCRs were
fresh from the Infantry Training Centre Catterick
and had little to no exposure to the wider Army,
They arrived in the Battalion and within a couple
of weeks they could find themselves in theatre.
To properly welcome these new Fusiliers, we
implemented a New Fusilier Induction Cadre to
make sure the new Fusiliers felt appreciated and
settled into Battalion life. This cadre encompassed
everything from interviews, tours and Regimental
history. It was important to us that any new soldiers
going to theatre were in a strong position and able
to transition smoothly. Equally we wanted to give
their chain of command confidence in the BCRs
they were receiving.

LCpl Harling appears to be enjoying hill sprints more than
perhaps he should do

The welcome party at ITC’s Pass-off Parades is always a
happy one !
Lessons were dispersed and conducted in bubbles –
which actually made for a better instructor to student ratio

available from across Brigade was reassuring.
COVID 19 also made classroom work challenging
due to social distancing measures: we adapted
workspaces to comply with regulations and
cracked on with our training. Where possible
we also ran physical events and ACMT ranges
to further bolster BCRs’ deployability as well as
keeping ourselves interested and motivated.
Perhaps the biggest challenge to leadership with
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Overall, we achieved what we set out to, even
with the strain of COVID 19 and dispersed
working. Through thorough communication and
organisation of training, we were able to deliver
fully prepared soldiers to theatre. Also, through the
implementation of a New Fusilier Induction Cadre,
we were able to set the successful conditions for
future soldiers joining Battalion so they integrate
fully and understand what being a Fusilier is all
about.
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CORSHAM TUNNELS AND EX
UNDERGROUND HACKLE
Sgt J Howarth, LCpl N Field

Corsham Tunnels provided a ‘deeper’ understanding of
operations

“In the midst of chaos, there is also opportunity”.
Sun-Tzu.
And chaotic it certainly can be, fighting in a
subterranean environment that is. To train in an
environment not accustomed by the British Army
and not contested in conflict for close to a century,
Y Company, 1 FUSILIERS set out in September to
tackle one of Britain’s biggest kept secrets during
the Second World War and even the Cold War –
Corsham Tunnels.
Originally a quarry, from the 1930’s up to post
World War II, the establishment was used for
ammunition storage and production, the centre

LCPL WILLIAMS DELIVERING
SOME HELPFUL GUIDANCE
WITH RESPECT TO CORRECT
RATES OF FIRE
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In less than two days Y Company had completely
adapted to fighting in the pitch black

for military communications in the South West and
even a nuclear bunker. It has now been converted
and opened to all military units for training and
offers a superb opportunity to cover a wide range
of training, in complete darkness.

basics of working in a complex subterranean
environment, close quarter battle and eventually
leading to conducting platoon attacks with MRTS,
with attachments from the Military Working Dog
Unit.

Soldiers from Y Company took part in a two-week
training package that was designed to cover the

The first week was led by Junior NCOs, with
excellent training being provided to both Fusiliers

LEAD ELEMENTS OF THE
SECTION ENGAGE A THREAT IN
ONE OF THE TWISTING SECTIONS
OF THE BATTLE LANE
40

The larger open chambers present a difficult
tactical challenge
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and Captains alike, as they set up purpose-built
lanes. These would test individual and pairs fire
and manoeuvre and would familiarise all members
of the Company and its attachments with the
various pieces of equipment required. Ultimately,
they would build both confidence and capability
from the ground up (or down, in this case).

through an environment we don’t usually
get to train in was a good challenge and
enjoyable too”.

The JNCOs, with the added help and guidance of
CSgt Whittaker from the Royal Gibraltar Regiment,
delivered a fantastic week of training for all
members of the Company. Fire teams, and in time,
sections navigated through incredibly difficult battle
lanes, growing in confidence, speed, aggression
and all-round fighting spirt and capability.
The second week was a case of putting all the
pieces together. Sections from each platoon came
together to undertake multiple platoon attacks
in different areas of the vast underground and
showed all ranks of Y Company the importance
of communication. Members from Military
Working Dog showed how much of an asset they
are by taking lead in some of the training and
demonstrating to soldiers what capability they can
bring to different environments.

Subterranean operations rapidly force you to think in 360
degrees horizontally AND vertically

Overall, this was a fantastic training package for
Y Company in a complex training environment
quite often overlooked. It highlighted not only the
importance of our JNCOs and their role in training
and developing our soldiers, but also their high
levels of competence and cool headedness in an
environment that tests it more than most.

Following the training package, LCpl Field of 7
Platoon said:
“Each lane we progressed through posed
different questions to the one before, with
some featuring more complex layouts and
others forcing a change in approach and
the need for speed and aggression. From
a Section Commander / 2IC perspective,
it was good to see the constant rotation
of roles for Fusiliers in the sections. This
allowed each one of them to gain the
experience of being first through the door
and what is required, as well gaining an
understanding of their positioning and
how to dominate an area. I saw a marked
improvement in both confidence and
competency from all within my section,
and the two weeks were of great benefit
to myself and the other 2ICs. Being able
to step in immediately to lead the section

Corsham Tunnels honed Y Company’s tactical skills in a
new and unusual environment
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Z COMPANY
Maj A Bryant, Officer Commanding

?????????????

GLOSSARY OF TERMS USED IN THIS ARTICLE
2IC - Second in Command

R&R - Rest & Relaxation

ORBAT - Order of Battle

QRH - Queen’s Royal Hussars

IA&O - Information Activity & Outreach

TTPs - Tactics, Techniques & Procedures

BFS - Battlefield Study

AI - Armoured Infantry

BATUS - British Army Training Unit Suffield

At the time of writing, Z Company have just
reformed having regrouped to meet the needs of
the 1 FUSILIERS Battlegroup for Op CABRIT. The
Company have been getting ready to deploy on
Ex WINTER PREPAREDNESS in the South West of
England to help support the COVID Antigen testing
trial.
After some very effective pre-deployment training
in 2019, Z Company were deployed in various
formations: 12 Platoon under Lt James Brincat and
Sgt Andrew Rea’s were attached to X Company
for the tour; Lt Jordan Whiteman and Sgt James
Byrne headed up the Information, Activities and
Outreach Team who were grouped within HQ
Company (more on the IA&O Team later !); and the
remainder served in the rear party to cover the UK
commitments.
The excellent pre-deployment training was
facilitated by several key personalities who Z
Company have said farewell: Maj James Blazowski
(Blaz); WO2 (CSM) Matthew Hale-Smith; CSgt
(now WO2) Rayhon Shambayati: and CSgt (now
WO2) David O’Donoghue (Chiz). On behalf of the
Company, thank you for ensuring that those who
deployed from Z were able to do so in such good
shape !
The Company has been blessed with some new
personalities: WO2 (CSM) Carl Harris, CSgt Danny
Wilcock (CQ M) and CSgt Goodyear (CQ T). 2Lt
Chris Maloney has commissioned into the Battalion
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having served as a JNCO with Second Fusiliers.
All bring significant experience that will help the
Company as we prepare for readiness in various
forms.
COVID is likely to continue to affect what
extracurricular activity the Company can complete.
The team planned to conduct a BFS to Turkey in
February 21 to study Gallipoli, Troy and the Battle
of Constantinople but travel restrictions have forced
us to shelve that plan. However, to ensure we are
still learning the lessons of our forebearers from
the Lancashire Fusiliers, the Company are going to
deliver a virtual study that blends expert historical
guides with the latest technology and digital
archived material along with (hopefully) some
historic weapons stands. This has not been done
before and we hope that it won’t replace the real
thing but will complement the pre-study for when
travel is permitted in the future.

Z COMPANY’S OP CABRIT
Lt J Brincat, 12 Platoon Commander
Upon returning to Tidworth after a successful Ex
PRAIRIE STORM in BATUS, we received our orders
that 12 Platoon would be deploying on Op CABRIT
in Estonia, making up the third Armoured Infantry
Platoon within the X Company Group. This meant it
was up to 12 Platoon to represent Zulu throughout
the tour, proving to X Company as well as the Battle
Group that we uphold the title “ZULU WARRIORS !”
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at hand, with 12 Platoon immediately tasked to
support the Danish Vanguard Combat Team as
one of theirs was stuck in Denmark on R&R due
COVID (how awful… !). Once the Danish platoon
was able to return to theatre, we were re-tasked
to QRH Combat Team, where we remained for the
remainder of the tour.

12 Platoon

Our first challenge was the integration of 12
Platoon into X Company who welcomed us with
open arms, treating us just like one of their own,
while allowing us to retain our Zulu identity. We
soon hit the ground running with pre-deployment
training to ensure we were a coherent team ready
for deploying on Op CABRIT. This consisted of a
month-long live fire range package in Castlemartin,
numerous Warrior courses and various theatre
specific briefs. After some well-earned pre-tour
leave, we were ready to deploy.

As the only AI platoon within the QRH Combat
Team, it meant that we were constantly used for
any taskings that required dismounted troops, and
as we were operating in large complex forested
areas, the platoon was kept extremely busy. To
begin with, much was trial and error. We tried
different methods of clearing large woodblocks
with dismounted troops alongside our armoured
Warriors and Challenger 2, until we found what
worked best for us. Working so closely with the
tanks was a great training opportunity for both our
crews and dismounted troops, who until now had
only been used to large battlegroup actions on the
open plains of Canada.

We touched down in Estonia early March, quickly
bedding into Tapa camp which was to be our
home for the next 6 months, and with the COVID
pandemic rapidly changing the way of life back
home and around the world, we soon realised
that our deployment would be very different to
those that had been before. With families back
home just starting their first nationwide lockdown,
in true Fusilier fashion we cracked on with the job
Ex FURIOUS HACKLE

Always time for a brew

EX SPRING STORM saw the whole Battlegroup
deploy in force to test the Estonian conscripts
at the end of their training cycle. All the TTPs we
refined in previous exercises came together to
see us dominate from the start, keeping constant
pressure on the Estonians while we cleared each
position. While COVID scaled down the exercise
from its normal size, and despite the bitterly Baltic
weather, we were all tested on an individual level
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from the youngest Fusilier, Fus Douglas, to the old
and bold Platoon Sgt, Sgt Rea.

when we camped out at one of the many pristine
lakes for two days, going for swims, mountain
biking and BBQing.

Ex SPRING STORM – more like winter though...
12 Platoon on a camping trip. We assume
midges weren’t a problem...

Fortunately, its wasn’t all work and no play. Estonia
is a beautiful country and by having a summer tour
it meant that when the COVID rates in Estonia were
under control we were able to explore the country.
One of the most memorable platoon trips was

With R&R cancelled, it was absolutely vital that
we had the opportunity to get away from the
everyday grind of Op CABRIT. The Battlegroup also
organised a mandatory four-day decompression
package in Pärnu, a beach-side resort in
southwestern Estonia. Overlooking Pärnu Bay, and
with shallow waters and sandy beaches it was the
ideal place to switch off and chill.
Once back from decompression we were straight
back into the military mindset by entering a team
into the Battlegroup patrol competition. The team

PÄRNU, A BEACH-SIDE RESORT
IN SOUTHWESTERN ESTONIA
44
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TRAINING WITH SIMUNITION

consisted of four from 12 Platoon, myself, Cpl
Wrigley, LCpl Williams and Fus McAnenny, and four
from X Company. Each sub-unit took ownership
of a stand that would test us on all aspects of

On the Battlegroup Patrol Competition

soldiering, from river crossings, anti-vehicle
ambushes, intelligence gathering, orders, mass
casualties and urban fighting. It was certainly a
highlight of the deployment with us coming a close
second to W Company.
12 Platoon performed to an extremely high
standard throughout the deployment and upheld
Zulu Company’s reputation. Spending a constant
six months together without R&R was testing for
many, however, it brought us extremely close as
a Platoon. Op CABRIT gave us the time, training
areas and facilities to train as a cohesive platoon
with quality infanteering. We were all very ready
to return home mid-September for our five weeks
post-tour leave, before returning to work and rejoining Zulu Company.
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HQ COMPANY
?????????????

GLOSSARY OF TERMS USED IN THIS ARTICLE
BG - Battlegroup

SV(R) - Support Vehicle (Recovery)

HET- Heavy Equipment Transporter

CTA - Central Training Area

EPLS - Enhanced Pallet Loading System

AFV - Armoured Fighting Vehicle

LFX - Live Fire Exercise

FSp - Fire Support

USA - Unit Spares Account

WR - WARRIOR

QRH - Queen’s Royal Hussars

REME - Royal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers

OSG - Operational Support Group

MATT - Mandatory Annual Training Test

RLC - Royal Logistics Corps

PDT - Pre Deployment Training

DANCON - Danish Contingent

AT - Adventurous Training

UOTC - University Officer Training Corps

POTL - Post Operational Tour Leave

CRARRV - CHALLENGER Armoured Repair and Recovery

HOTO - Hand Over / Take Over

Vehicle

PRE-DEPLOYMENT TRAINING, UK
Capt L Bilner, Training Officer

demanding training
could take place intheatre.

2019 was a busy year preparing and training for the
Op CABRIT tour in 2020. With the completion of Ex
PRAIRIE STORM 2 in Canada and the Infantry Field
Firing Camp in Lydd and Hythe, the Battalion stood
down for a well-deserved Christmas break prior to
the training to continue in earnest in 2020.
The training reignited straight after Christmas leave
with the Battalion deploying on their live firing
package in Castlemartin which not only focussed
on armoured live firing progression but also gave
further opportunity to continue and hone the
dismounted skills.
In true January Pembrokeshire fashion, three
weeks’ worth of live firing was reduced by a
third due to inclement weather, namely Storm
Brendan. But with incredible hard work and
some creative range management, the ranges
were completed in good order meaning that the
prerequisite operational standards were not only
met but exceeded. This meant further complex and
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Warriors in the foreground battling against poor weather.
Not quite so challenging in the Range Hut...

This busy range period
was peppered with other
mandated training for
operational deployment.
A number of All Ranks’
Briefs were attended by all
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members of the Battlegroup, which consisted of a
days’ worth of key speakers briefing the troops on
the cultural, legal, strategic, operational and cold
weather aspects of the forthcoming tour. The
command element conducted further
conceptual training which built upon
the All Ranks’ Briefs. Members of
the Estonian Armed Forces and
UK forces who were currently
deployed, joined the Fusilier
team for a week so that
lessons could be learned,
and relationships built.

EX ADAZI HACKLE – ADAZI TRG
AREA, LATVIA
Capt L Bilner, Training Officer
Once the Battlegroup was settled into Estonia,
planning for a Battlegroup level live firing package
in Latvia in June was well underway. In excess
of 50 armoured vehicles, 100 wheeled vehicles,
and over 600 personnel, including the Danish
Contingent, would head over 4 hours south from
Estonia into Latvia to conduct a week-long live
firing package. Under normal circumstances,
this would require considerable planning and
coordination. But the constantly developing
COVID-19 restrictions severely hampered planning
and caused much uncertainty as to whether the
package would go ahead or not.
Thankfully, after a lot of hard work and contingency
planning, the Battlegroup were given the go-ahead
and over the preliminary 5 days, the logisticians
moved vehicles, stores, ammunition and personnel
across the border in preparation for Ex ADAZI
HACKLE. Prior to the arrival of the troops, each
day the 30 HETs and EPLS drove the 600km round
trip from Tapa to Adazi. This was not just exercise
logistics but also an open display of our strategic
ability to move such a large amount of kit and
equipment swiftly and effectively.

All Ranks’ Briefings in Tidworth Garrison Lecture Theatre
prior to deployment

FUSILIERS ON
THE FIRING POINT
PRACTISING
FUNDAMENTAL SKILLS
UNDER VERY RARE
GOOD WEATHER

The package was austere, though not by design:
the soldiers lived on the range and off their
vehicles; field rations and bottled water was the
norm; vehicle maintenance was conducted whilst
soldiers slept or were firing on the range; and the
limited range restrictions, coupled with very short
eastern European summer nights, meant over 20
demanding hours of firing was available – and used
– every day.
The vital prerequisite training in Castlemartin in the
preceding year was excellent foundation for the
sub-units. AS90s and the Mortar Platoon practised
indirect fire, whilst Warriors, Challenger 2s and
Danish CV90s fired relentlessly over 4 days in
preparation for the LFX.
Capt ‘Ed’ Rutherford (QM(T)) planned and
conducted the Combat Team, Combined Arms
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THE QUARTERMASTER’S
DEPARTMENT
Capt T Rutherford, Quartermaster
(Technical)

QRH CHALLENGER 2 BEING
UNLOADED FROM A HET
PRIOR TO THE LIVE FIRE
PACKAGE

Live Firing final exercise. Each Combat Team
received a full set of orders, followed by integrated
Armoured Infantry attacks supported by Challenger
2 with the Danish CV90’s feeding through the
British contingent, resulting in an incredibly
demanding and realistic climax to the week.
Once the Combined Arms, Combat Team LFX
was complete on Friday night, the Training Area
was already required by the NATO contingent. So
the clear-up, handover and redeployment back to
Estonia began with the first moves back across the
border on Saturday morning with the recovery of
non-essential personnel. The G4 staff and vehicle
crews then conducted 4 days of HET and EPLS
round trips back to Estonia.
The deployment to and from Latvia not only
exercised the fighting formations in demanding live
firing on an overseas training exercise wrap, but it
also practised and tested the support and logistic
functions in planning, preparation and execution. It
combined an expeditionary mindset with real-time
COVID 19 frictions.
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2020 has been dominated by
the Battalion’s preparation and
deployment to Estonia on Op
CABRIT. As always, the QM’s
Department embraced the
challenges of deploying a large
element of the Battalion to a new
operational theatre. Cold weather clothing
packs kept Cpl Goodwin fully occupied while
the USA and G1098 teams (CSgt Greenly, CSgt
Lyons, Sgt Rose and Sgt Williams) were accepting
the additional Warriors and Bulldogs to equip W
(FSp) Company so they could flex between the
QRH, an armour-heavy battlegroup and our own,
an armoured infantry-heavy battlegroup. In total
the Battalion deployed 28 armoured vehicles
having gathered them from all over the UK in
varying states of repair. The OSG should also be
thanked for their assistance in the loading of the
EV EDDYSTONE at the Sea Mounting Centre in
Southampton and the collection of the B vehicles
from the Stored Operational Fleet in Germany.
Once most of the Department had arrived
in Estonia, the full might of the FUSILIERS
Battlegroup logistic team became apparent.
Augmented by a significant slice from 3 Regiment
RLC, the QM’s Department assumed responsibility
for not only the traditional first line accounts but
also the second line equivalent, due to the lack of

Pte Foster delivering a talk on Gallipoli Day to the QMs
Department
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RQMS Henderson “dominating” the basketball court in
Tapa Camp

CSgt Mckeown demonstrating how hero sleeves can help
you start a fire

a Brigade-level logistics unit. Undeterred, the team
quickly bonded and ensured the Battlegroup could
fulfil its role of Deterrence, Reassurance, Defence
and Development.
Members of the Department took part in the
traditional DANCON March on 25 May, with
everyone who undertook the 25Km route march
completing it well within the time.
Pte Fowler RLC ready to begin cooking her chicken dinner

The QM team enjoying the sun and showing off the range
of clothing available in their stores

All ready for the night, Pte Evens, LCpl Kitching and Pte
Fowler in their new home

Allowing some of the RLC members of the team
to experience a bit of the “Infantry way of life”, the
Department conducted a short survival exercise in
the Estonian forests. Following lessons delivered
by members of W Company, the Department set
about constructing shelters, building traps, starting
fires, and cooking their “prey”.
The Department successfully recovered from
Estonia having developed its understanding and
skill of operating away from home. As always, the

LCpl Kilawekana and Pte Ratuyaro making sure nothing
goes to waste
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return has seen several members of the Platoon
leave with both RQMSs promoted to WO1: Mr
Henderson moved to Belfast UOTC as RSM; and
Mr Barton promoted as RSM 1 FUSILIERS. They
have been succeeded by WO2 Rourke and WO2
Mills as RQMS Tech and Main respectively.
CSgt Greenly and Sgt Rose have finished their
time in the Army, and we wish them both well
for the future. While SSgt Pete Hunter has left
to fill a WO2 post at 9 Regiment RLC. He has
been replaced by SSgt Gurung as the new Unit
Accounts Administrator and we welcome Cpl
Harriot, Cpl Marland, Pte Foster and Fus Parry
who have now all joined the Platoon. Finally, we
must congratulate Sgt Rundle on his promotion in
October.

REME LIGHT AID DETACHMENT RECOVERY MECHANICS
LCpl G Harris, W Company Fitter Section
Throughout the deployment on Op CABRIT 6, the
Recovery Mechanics have been regularly called
upon to carry out various tasks, ranging from
roadside recovery to complex winching jobs.
There are four SV(R)s, three CRARRVs, and four
WARRIOR 513 variants in Estonia which are all very
well equipped to deal with any task required. All
assets have been frequently used throughout the
tour.
The ground in Estonia is very diverse, unlike
anything that the majority of us have experienced
before. The ground has various tight tracks with
steep drops either side; the majority of the Central
Training Area (CTA) is marshland which ensures we
are kept busy. At first the ground underfoot appears
stable, but once a vehicle, particularly an AFV,
goes off track the ground instantly gives way. With
vehicle weights ranging from anywhere between
3 and 60 tonnes, we soon established that when
wet, the ground became unworkable. This meant
that highly skilled driving was required from all
and creative recovery solutions were vital. During
Ex FURIOUS HACKLE we had over 30 winch jobs
in a 5 day period across the Battlegroup. Whilst
deployed on Ex SPRING STORM, the W (FSp)
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Company recovery vehicle was involved in a very
long and complex job, with a lack of solid trees
as anchors and unfavourable ground, a job that
should have been simple instantly became very
challenging. Other assets had to be called upon.
Eventually it took our SV(R), the Danish SV(R), the
WR 513, and two CRARRVs 15 hours to recover the
stricken AFV.
Interoperability has been key for us alongside our
Danish counterparts. They only had one recovery
vehicle in theatre compared to our 11. So they
often called on us to recover their CV90 and
Piranha AFVs. However, the Danish SV(R) has a
far superior winch capability which we have called
upon many times throughout the deployment.
During the Danish HO/TO period, the Recovery
Mechanics conducted an interoperability training
day which was designed to provide both nations
with an understanding of each other’s methods
and equipment. This was a great opportunity and
proved vital during joint exercises.
Op CABRIT 6 has been a tough deployment for the
REME, especially with the restrictions in place due
to COVID 19. It has however allowed all tradesmen,
particularly Recovery Mechanics, to develop
themselves at trade on unfamiliar terrain alongside
our Danish counterparts. I personally have gained
a lot of valuable experience from this deployment
which I will take forward in my career.

MOTOR TRANSPORT PLATOON OP CABRIT 6
Capt KD Marsh, MTO
As ever, the MT were kept extremely busy in the
training year and subsequent deployment on Op
CABRIT 6. The inevitable spike in training that
precedes every operational tour kept the Platoon
NCOs busy with courses such as Land Rover
General Service training, conversions and MATRIX
training to ensure the Battalion deployed in good
order without a deficit in training.
Individually, we ensured our soldiers were trained
to the standard of MATTs and to meet the PDT
requirements, which was made more challenging
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by the enduring support to Battalion training
activities.

least the increased fuel capacity from within the
Danish Echelon.

The responsibility of moving not only the
Battlegroup personnel but freighting all their kit
and equipment falls to the MT Platoon. Managed
expertly by the MTWO, our drivers were on task
daily, ensuring the soldiers and their equipment
were transported safely to RAF Brize Norton for
onward movement.
Once deployed, we quickly adjusted to our new
environment and set about implementing our
own procedures to ensure the Battlegroup was
fully supported in the most efficient manner. The
limited number of white fleet vehicles meant that
tough decisions were made to ensure the assets
were allocated to the high priority tasks. LCpls
Howells and Smith had regular uncomfortable
conversations with disappointed SNCOs and
Officers when demand outweighed the resources.
In addition, support to the various exercises kept
us all busy. The A1 Echelon commanded by the
MTO was key to ensuring the Battlegroup were in
constant supply of ammunition, fuel, rations and
water, to name a few critical commodities. We also
seized opportunities to train the Echelon in the
most basic but essential skills, thus ensuring our
vehicle packets could move stealthily, tactically and
protect our assets should the need arise.

Sgt St Louis teaching vehicle camouflage and
concealment

Key to the success of the operation was a clear
understanding and interoperability with our NATO
partners. Our Unit Support Tanker operators
successfully trained with the Danish Company for
transferring of bulk fuel and issuing to other nations
vehicles. There were tangible lessons learnt about
resupply within a multinational battlegroup, not

Unit Support Tanker interoperability training day

Opportunities to sample Estonian culture during
some downtime were seized upon and the intheatre decompression package was a welcome
respite. The beach resort of Parnu provided a great
back drop for some AT activities such as wind
surfing, kayaking, paddle boarding and fat biking.
The Spa Hotel with its relaxing pools, jacuzzis,
saunas and steam rooms was a great way to
unwind in the evenings. The platoon also took time
to conduct a day’s battlefield study out to Narva,
although some found the day’s education was a
little tiring...
The Battlegroup recovery to the UK fell once again
to the MT to ensure our kit and equipment returned
in good order. The MTWO and his small OSG team
were on hand to receive the Battalion and return us
to Tidworth for some well-earned leave.
Although our deployed numbers were small, our
output was significant and required all members
of the platoon to deliver our wheeled transport
support to the Battalion. Overall Op CABRIT was
a great experience and successful deployment for
the MT Platoon.

Battlefield study at Narva
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SPORT & ADVENTUROUS TRAINING
COMINGS AND GOINGS
GLOSSARY OF TERMS USED IN THIS ARTICLE
PD - Physical Development
?????????????
AT - Adventurous Training

AAPTI - All Arms Physical Training Officer
eFP - Enhanced Forward Presence

BG - Battlegroup

SPORT, PHYSICAL
DEVELOPMENT &
ADVENTUROUS TRAINING
SSgt J Bremner, RAPTCI
Op CABRIT 6 was a very successful our for PD,
Sport and AT. The Fusiliers remained operationally
“Fit to Fight” throughout the whole tour, even with
COVID in play.
To maintain morale sporting events were held
in Tapa Camp to celebrate Normandy Day
(multisports) and Minden Day (‘Tapa Olympics’).
Both these events were held in memory of Fusiliers
past and present with participation from the
attached sub-units and our Danish Company and
were a great success. The Battlegroup maintained
this momentum to the end, organising the Tapa
Half and Full Marathons on the 5 September.
This was an unexpected success, with over 100
competitors taking part from all nations and
the Padre winning the event with a sub 3hr Full
Marathon… a great achievement !
There were also a number of charity events,
the first being 52 Engr Sqn’s ‘Tapa to Tidworth’
challenge, cycling, running and rowing over
24hrs in teams from across the Battlegroup.
The second event was a sponsored
24hr tyre flip, again with multi-national
participation. The aim was to flip the tyre
as many times as possible in 24hrs.
The final event held was the Cpl Tom
Green Crossfit Challenge. Tom was
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raising money for Combat Stress in the UK when
he was critically injured in a road traffic collision.
SSgt Bremner and his team of AAPTIs took over
the responsibility of raising money for his chosen
charity. The event was hosted by the Fusiliers and
teams from the Americans, Danish and attached
arms all completed the 100 Workout Challenge and
raised £2,667 for Combat Stress, a worthy tribute to
a great Fusilier.

“BORN TO RUN”
Capt Heseltine, Intelligence Officer
Over the past five years 1 FUSILIERS
have struggled to pull together a decent crosscountry team for Regional and Army
Championships. My ambition for the 2019/20
season was to hit the ground running – pun
intentional. After a fantastic trip away to Cyprus with
the team last November, there was huge interest in
the events we had planned for this year. Deployed
to Estonia though has been both a blessing and a
curse. Tallinn Marathon, we realised early on was
a no-go, as were many other local events. Always

SGT BREMNER AND THE TEAM FROM
THE QUEEN’S GURKHA SIGNALS AT
THE END OF THE TAPA MARATHON
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a silver lining, we decided to bring the marathon to
us. On 5 Sep, we hosted our very own Tapa Half &
Full Marathon – the brainchild of Padre O’Driscoll
– which saw 120 members of the Battlegroup
participate.
But it was Ex LONELY ROCKER that stole the
show. 14 members of the Battlegroup truly threw
themselves in at the deep end, participating in a
Heavy Metal themed Ultra Marathon. This saw us
run a 6.7km loop every hour, on the hour, until just
one runner was left standing. Hats off to Sgt James
Byrne (Z Company), who racked up the highest
tally of 15 hours and 100.5km ! Although he’s
got some training to go before, he matches the
winner’s 47 hours and 315km.
Estonia was a great opportunity for the crosscountry team to get some miles under their belt,
enjoy the countryside away from camp and let off
some steam in a very productive way.

EX NAUTIC HACKLE
LCpl L Thornton, AGC (SPS) Detachment
One of the highlights of Op CABRIT has been
a much needed break to do some Adventure
Training, in my case three days of sailing in early
August.
We started at the marina in Haapsalu, which
is a beautiful and historic seaside resort on the
west coast of Estonia, some 60 miles south-west
of Tallinn. After initial familiarisation and safety
briefs we set off for Kärdla on the Island of Hiiumaa,

Ex NAUTIC HACKLE participants and the Lovisa
alongside

learning the basics of using the sails and steering
on the way. Upon arrival at Kärdla we learnt about
berthing and how to correctly tie the boat to the
dockside before we explored the island.
We ‘slipped and proceeded’ early the next
morning, heading back to the north-east for the
port of Dirhami. The weather was glorious with
blue skies and a bright sun. We occasionally
saw some local marine life, including seals which
showed an interest in observing our drills as we
sailed by. I found that life at sea can be quite tiring
and it was a welcome rest at Dirhami to sunbathe
on the beach and swim in the sea.
Finally, we sailed to the capital, Tallinn. During
the transit we passed many island headlands
and lighthouses and with steering and manning
the sails, we gained an understanding of coastal
navigation. We arrived at Tallinn mid-afternoon and
had ‘shore leave’ to visit the city centre. Finding
our ‘land legs’ again we took in the historical
and cultural sites, including the ‘Cross of Liberty’
which commemorates all those who fell during
the Estonian War of Independence. In the evening
we visited an Estonian restaurant – the steak
and ice-cream being a fine way to round off an
excellent period of Adventurous Training !

1 FUSILIERS RUGBY CLUB
Capt T Rutherford, Quartermaster (Technical)
2020 has been an interesting year for
the 1 FUSILIERS Rugby Club. We proceeded at
haste towards the finals of the Army Rugby Union
Major Units Bowl Final against 30 Signals Regiment
before we were cut short by the COVID restrictions
imposed on contact sport.
Fortuitously the majority of the club deployed
to Estonia where the opportunity to partake in
rugby would present itself again. The Fusiliers
gathered both male and female players from
our attached subunits; players who we had
played against earlier in the season became our
new teammates. Conforming to the COVID
restrictions in place in Estonia, we were able
to train twice weekly, allowing some much-
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Fusiliers and 3 Regt RLC following the Fusiliers win
in Tidworth 5 Nov 19, advancing us to the Army Rugby
Union Bowl Final

needed sporting opportunities while the
battlegroup was confined to camp.

Battlegroup team at the opening ceremony of the new
Estonian National Rugby and Cricket Ground

camp were much appreciated. This interaction
not only allowed us to play sport but also
demonstrated our unity with our host nation and
reassuring them that we will stand by them on the
front line as we have on the pitch.

Battlegroup male and female rugby teams

Battlegroup female team

As the restrictions of movement were eased, the
Battlegroup team reached out to Kalev Rugby Club
in Tallinn who as one of only three established
teams in Estonia were very keen for our support.
WO2 (AQMS) Col Mackenzie, Sgt Wayne Jones
and Fus Joe Tavaga willingly offered up their
services as coaches and many members of the
Battlegroup also joined training sessions with both
male and female teams.
Kalev Club play in the Finland league, so members
of the eFP Battlegroup had the opportunity to play
for them, both in Estonia and Finland. Some strong
friendships were developed and the opportunity
to get away from the humdrum evenings in Tapa
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FIRST FUSILIERS BOXING CLUB IN
ESTONIA
Sgt M Carling, Head Coach
POKSIKLUBI KALEV MTÜ Boxing Club were
swelled considerably one cold evening in
September when amateur boxers at the club were
joined by 27 soldiers from 1 FUSILIERS Battlegroup
for the first of three joint training sessions.
Marko Virkunen, the co-owner of POKSIKLUBI
Boxing Club said:
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FIRST FUSILIERS BOXERS WITH THE
POKSIKLUBI KALEV MTU TEAM

the soldiers which inspired them to work
harder. For some of them, this is their first
ever class. The sessions were broken down
into three separate boxercise classes taken
by our own registered coaches. I hope to
see them back in the near future.”

Fus Ben Tudhope practices skills with a member of
POKSIKLUBI KALEV MTU

“it was a pleasure to host such a great
bunch of British Soldiers both male &
female here at our club tonight. They were
very motivated & showed willingness to
learn. It was great to see their Commanding
Officer who attended the evening, taking
time out of his busy schedule to attend with

The preparation and build up to attending this
evening had been a challenge due to the current
restrictions but with advice from the chain of
command and the support throughout the planning
ensured we stayed within the guidelines that they
required.
This was an important part for the FUSILIERS
mission to continue to build strong relations within
Estonia through positive community engagement.
Overall it was a great experience for all that
attended, showing solidarity through sporting
events and helping identify and develop some of
the latest generation of First Fusiliers Boxers.
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EX TANNENBERG HACKLE &
MOONSUND HACKLE –
A CONCEPTUAL STUDY
Capt A Edmund, Recce Platoon Commander

GLOSSARY OF TERMS USED IN THIS ARTICLE
FIWAF - Fighting in Woods & Forests

RLC - Royal Logistics Corps

eFP - Enhanced Forward Presence

Among the many developmental opportunities
available to soldiers of the Battlegroup deployed
on Op CABRIT 6 was the ability to conduct
professional military education in the form of
battlefield studies. Perhaps uniquely, the events of
1944 could be related to much the same ground
over which NATO troops could conceivably find
themselves operating in the event of any hostile
incursion over the international border.
In the late 1930s and early 1940s, Estonia found
itself in an unenviable geographical position,
precariously located between the two continental
superpowers and ideological opponents, Nazi
Germany and the USSR. The nascent republic was
occupied by the Soviets in 1940, prior to the arrival
of the Wehrmacht during Op BARBAROSSA in the
late summer of 1941.
Fighting would return to the region in early 1944,
when German troops of Army Group North
besieging Leningrad were finally pushed back
to the ‘Panther Line’, located on the Narva River.
Located at the apex of a swampy and heavily
forested isthmus between the Gulf of Finland and
Lake Peipus, the ground effectively channelled the
opposing armies into contesting a narrow corridor
along the present day route of Highway 1; this
offered the only viable axis of advance into the
interior of the country.
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One of the bloodiest engagements of the entire
conflict, the six month-long Battle of Narva,
witnessed successive Soviet attempts to force the
German position. These culminated in the Battle
of the Tannenberg Line on the strategically vital
Sinimäed Hills, in which the largely European
volunteer (as opposed to German) force of III-SS
Panzer Corps, halted the advance of the Red Army
in savage fighting. Whilst these battles could be
qualified as a German defensive tactical success,
they were rendered irrelevant by the success of Op
BAGRATION, the Soviet summer offensive of 1944,
which annihilated German Army Group Centre in
Belarus.
Following the withdrawal westwards of remaining
German forces, the only Estonian territory under
continued occupation were the large islands of
the Western, or Moonsund Archipelago. Their
strategic importance derived from their location
at the entrance to the Gulf of Riga, the seaborne
line of communication into the Courland peninsula
in Latvia, an area also held by German troops.
Between late September and November 1944,
Soviet troops launched a series of successful
amphibious operations to capture the islands,
only meeting determined resistance on the narrow
Sõrve Peninsula on the southern tip of Saaremaa,
the largest island. Ultimately, the defending force
was successfully withdrawn in late November.
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Against this historical record, two battlefield tours
were designed as a vehicle to better understand
and discuss aspects of contemporary operations.
These comprised a series of stands, arranged
broadly chronologically, to deliver the narrative
story of the battles, but each having a tactical
theme and focus questions to animate critical
thinking and discussion. Although the lack of
English-language sources proved an obstacle,
German and Russian accounts proved readily
available and were translated, often for the first
time. Each stand thus provided an operational
and tactical overview, before being animated
by the words of German Grenadiers and Soviet
Riflemen who fought there, to be readout by tour
participants.

attachments. This provided many soldiers with
probably their only opportunity to stare across the
Narva River into Russia.
Of the tour guides, particular mention should
be made of Lt Tom Dynan of 27 Regiment RLC,
who proved particularly enthusiastic and able in
facilitating the delivery of tours within HQ Company
and more widely. The ability to reflect and learn
from the experience of those who fought on the
Eastern Front provided a valuable activity for
all ranks deployed in Estonia. It also provided
something an insight into the national psyche of
the Estonian nation and the conflicted status of
historical memory in the Baltics, as the country
found itself caught ‘between giants’ and the
agendas of far more powerful belligerents.

Valuable lessons were drawn on themes as
varied as the use of armour in defensive actions,
the withdrawal in contact and combined arms
in the FIWAF environment, all directly related to
the ground over which the two sides had fought
in 1944. Of particular interest for many were the
obvious traces of the battle positions and trench
systems still present across the area, being
particularly obvious on Grenadier Hill.

A stand on the night Battle of Tehumardi, with the Soviet
Cemetery behind

Detailed and illustrated battlefield study guides and
mapping were produced to support the activity and
a ‘train-the-trainer’ style package was delivered
to disseminate this throughout the Battlegroup. In
all, over 500 personnel took part, including groups
from eFP HQs in Tallinn and from our Danish

A MEMORIAL TO THE GERMAN
FORCES ON THE WESTERN
SLOPE OF GRENADIER HILL
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